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HAZARD CHARACTERIZATIONAND SPECIALCONSIDERATIONSFOR ENVIRONMENTALAND
DECONTAMINATIONAND DECOMMISSIONINGACTIVITIES

1.0 INTRODUCTIONAND BACKGROUND

I.I INTRODUCTION

The mission of the U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) has changed from
defense production of special nuclear materials to cleanup of production
facilities at the Hanford Site. The DOEcontractors have formed the Energy
Facility Contractors Group to support this change in mission. In addition,
the Safety An,_.lysis Working Subgroup for Environmental Restoration and
Decontamination and Decommissioning (ER/D&D) was formed to identify, develop,
and share information that supports safety analyses and engineering of ER/D&D
activities.

Safety analysis is in part the process of identifying and understanding
the hazards that could result in exposures to radiological or chemical
hazardous substances. The following paragraphs address the special
considerations given to hazard characterization for ER/D&Dactivities.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Hazard characterizationprovidestwo primary functionsfor DOE
applications. The first is an administrativefunction that provides early
guidance for the review and authorizationrequirementsof a hazardous
activity. This early guidance is used in part to determinethe personnel and
organizationsthat will participatein the oversight and approval process and
the depth and magnitude of safety analyses and documentation. The second is a
technicalfunction that provides managementand engineeringaid to reduce the
potentialhazards and risks of accidentsto acceptablelevels. Safety
analyses for nuclear facilitiesand activitiesare to comply with the criteria
and guidance provided in DOE Order 5480.23,Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports
(DOE 1992). Safety analyses for nonnuclearactivities are to comply with
criteria and guidance provided in DOE Order 5481.1B,Safety Analysis and
Review System (DOE 1986).

The evaluation methods and analyticalapproaches availablefor hazard
classificationfor productionand process facilitiesor remediationactivities
are the same. The methods and approachesselected are based on the potential
consequencesand the complexityof the processor activity. The primary
differencesbetween productionoperationsand restorationactivitiesare
summarized in the following.

• The length of time betweenthe decision to remediateand the start
of field activitiesis often shorter than new or modified process
facility operations.

• The duration of remedialfield activities is typicallyshorter
than for processoperations.
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• The inventories of remediation activities exist at the time the
• initial need for remediation is determined. No inventory exists

in new process operations until the plant has been constructed.
The inventory hazards of a process operation can be removed or

, reduced before modifications are initiated.

° The definition of remediation inventories are often associated
with uncertainties that do not exist with production and process
operations.

• The level of hazardous inventories decreases as the remediation
progresses, while the level of hazardous inventories in production
facilities remains fairly constant during the life of the
facility.

The types of hazardous substances found in remedial inventories are as
broad as those found in the production and process facilities• The energies
associated with remedial activities that could potentially support accidental
releases of the inventories are nearly as diverse as the spectrum of
production facilities, with some exceptions. The energies and potential
consequences of the magnitude for accelerators and reactors are not associated
with remedial activities. The range of potential consequences caused by
accidents associated with remedial activities can lead to worker and public
exposures that require controls and mitigation. Remedial activities and their
associated hazards can be unique and complex, making predictive hazard
characterization appropriate to supplement standard engineering practices.
The special challenge for successful ER/D&D hazard characterization is
defining the location, characteristics, and behaviors of the waste inventory•

The hazardous inventories of ER/D&D activities exist but usually are not
defined nor can they be controlled as easily as for production and process
operations• Defining the hazardous inventories to support development of
remediation plans and activities can be simple or complex. The types of
remediation activities provide insight to the special considerations of ER/D&D
inventories• The types of remedial activities, from typically simple
inventories to the more complex, are provided in the following list:

° Contaminated groundwater and surface water
• The soil column of liquid disposal
° Retired, surplus facilities
• Solid waste disposal sites.

2.0 RESTORATION WASTE INVENTORIES

2.1 GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER REMEDIATION

Defining the hazardous inventories for groundwater or surface water
• remediation is usually straightforward. The contaminants of concern are

usually sufficiently defined in the decision to initiate remediation to
support hazard characterization. Also, the contaminant concentrations usually
represent little (if any) acute health hazards• Potential health hazards
depend on the concentration in and subsequent release from treatment systems
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and associated secondary waste streams. However, those hazards can easily be
assessed and controlled while water treatment systems are in process and
during industrial facility operations. Table I provides a summary of
groundwater and surface water characteristics associated with typical

• restoration activities.

lable I. Groundwater and Surface Water.

Inventories Configurations Consequence range

Low act rad - (pCi/L) Contaminants in solution and Below low
suspension

Organic (p/b) Low

Inorganic (p/m)

p/b = parts per billion.
p/m = parts per million.

2.2 LIQUID DISPOSAL AND SPILLS

Liquid waste disposal operationsto the soil column using cribs, ponds,
ditches, trenches,etc., was a common industrypractice. Past practices of
the DOE were no exception. Past-practicesoil column disposal operations have
left hazardous inventoriesthat threaten or contributeto groundwater and
surface-watercontamination. Decisions to initiatesoil column remediation
activitiesmay be based on detailed soil characterization,in which case
hazard characterizationis usually straightforward. Remedial decisionsmay,
however, be based on the knowledgeof past practicesand a correlationwith
groundwatercontaminationor other environmentalinsults. In these cases,
uncertaintiesmay suggest additionaldefinition to support successfulplanning
and safe executionof remediationactivities. Inventoryuncertainties
concerning liquid dischargedto soil are usuallyeasy to postulate for
accident analysis. Investigationand characterizationcan be used to
adequately define the uncertaintiesbefore the restorationactivity.
Section 3.0 provides informationregardingreducing and managing inventory
uncertainty. Table 2 summarizesthe inventorycharacteristicsof typical soil
column remediationsites.

Table 2. Shallow Surface and Vadose Soils.

Inventories Configurations Consequence Range

Low activity rad Contaminants bound and trapped Below low
(<200 mR/h) in the soil structure

Low

High activity rad
(200 mR/h May be prescribed as
- 5 R/h) moderate if criticality is

controlled

Transuranic waste
(nCi/g)

Organic (p/m)

Inorganic (p/m)
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2.3 RETIRED AND SURPLUS FACILITIES

The legacy of the DOE defense program has provided a variety of retired,
surplus facilities. The following list provides a description of the

• facilities in the D&D restoration program.

• Nucl ear reactors
• Nuclear fuels assembly and fabrication
• Fuels recovery
° Weapons fabrication
• Radiochemistry laboratories
• Nonradiological process and fabrication
• Solid and liquid waste management
• Industrial and infrastructure support
° Prototype and textile.

Uncertainties concerning the inventory definition of a D&D facility
depends on the quality of documentation, historical knowledge, and the quality
of terminal cleanup and stabilization activities before D&D activities.
Results of the terminal cleanup and subsequent surveillances of the facilities
are often available to reduce inventory uncertainty. Conditions that add
complexity to inventory definition include accidents that released significant
hazardous inventories and where stabilization occurred without detailed
characterization. Past practices also permitted wastes to be disposed below
ground level in structures that have since been demolished or partially
demolisned. Where inventory uncertainties exist because of previous
accidents or practices that could impact the safety of the remediation
activities, additional investigatlon and sampling may be needed. If
additional inventory characterization is not practical, then a more
conservative safety basis (analyses and mitigation) may be appropriate.
Table 3 summarizes the potential inventory hazards associated with D&D
activities for retired, surplus facilities.

Table 3. Retired and Surplus Facilities.
Inventories Configurations Consequence Range

Low activity Contaminated soils Below low to moderate
(< 200 mR/h)

High activity Contaminated structures and equipment Limited terminal cleanout and
(200 mR/h - 10 R/h) demographic control

Transuranic waste Accident contamination

(I E+6 dpm)

Activated metals Process residuals tank vessels, filters,
(up to I E+6 R/h) piping, basin, sump, and drains

Fission [>450 g) Storage containers tanks, barrels, and
cans

Organic Underground storage and transfer systems

Inorganic Research and development labs

Corrosive Cooling systems

Flammable Reactor blocks

• Reactive

Explosive

Toxic

dpm = disintegrations per minute.
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2.4 SOLID WASTES SITES

Inventorycharacterizationof solid waste sites can be a challenge
because of the variety of waste forms, concentrations,and distributionof
those wastes. Waste has been disposed of directly or containerizedfor
disposal. These sites may have been planned landfills, constructionbarrow
pits, quarries, tanks, vaults, ponds, or other near-surfacesites. Controls
and records were usually less restrictedfor older waste sites. The types of
waste in DOE past practice sites are as varied as the types of facilitiesthat
supplied the wastes. Potentialconsequencesassociatedwith remediation
activities for a solid waste site can include health effects for individuals
outside the remediation area. Additional inventorycharacterization,after
the initialremediationdecision, is often needed for solid waste sites.
Table 4 provides a brief summaryof the range of inventorycharacteristicsfor
solid waste sites.

Table 4. Solid Waste Sites.

Inventories Configurations Consequence Range

Low activity (<200 mR/h) Contaminated soils Below low to moderate

High activity (>200 mR/h) Direct buried waste Consequence category more likely
influenced by inventory uncertainty

Transuranic waste Containerized/overacted
drums, barrels,

Activated metal boxes, and cases
(I E+6 R/h)

Petroleum products
Fission

Process chemicals

Inorgar,ic
Contaminated process and treatment

Organic equi_wne_'_

Corrosive Building materials and rubble

Flamtnable Bio mass

Reactive Medical waste

Explosive Compressed gases

Toxic Pesticides

Herbicides

3.0 MANAGING INVENTORYUNCERTAINTIES

3.1 INVENTORYDEFINITION

Defining hazardous inventoriesfor ER/D&D activitiescan require work
that is not typical of production and process facilities. Two activities are
importantin the verificationof the potential inventorybehavior and

° characteristics: historical reconstruction of the inventories and field
investigation.
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Historical reconstruction can entail research of records; and interviews
with facility operators and technical support staff that dealt with production
and processing, and disposal site operations. Records may include information
about when different process campaigns were performed that could lead to at

reconstruction of process flows. This technique is especially valuable to
reduce the inventory uncertainty of liquid waste sites. Even when working
with a liquid waste site where characterization has already been performed,
historical reconstruction can provide an added safety value. Waste sites are
often subjected to many hazardous substances. Some of these substances are
mobile and therefore are an environmental concern. However, the act of
intrusive remediation may encounter other hazard inventories that were not
observed in the remediation investigations. Another example of the benefit
for historical reconstruction is solid waste sites. Many DOE solid waste
sites received wastes from specified operations. Combining historical data of
the operating facilities and the waste site can usually add not only elemental
definition, but insight regarding configuration and waste forms. This can be
valuable in selecting remediation methods, safety controls, and surveillance
requirements, lt may also provide justification for additional field
investigation and characterization before or as intrusive activities are
performed.

Field investigation and characterization may be appropriate activities
to ensure safe operation of remediation activities for the reasons stated
above. The selection of the appropriate field technique is dependent on the
specific application. Walkdown investigations can lead to judgements
regarding the stability and integrity of structures that are important to the
safety of workers. Failures related to the stability and integrity of
structures that could lead to environmental releases or other undesirable
effects also are determined. Ground-penetrating radar can define areas where
containers or solids of concern may be located or merely help verify the
extent and location of a waste area. Soil and air vapor sampling techniques
can provide valuable information confirming volatile concerns. Investigation
and characterization techniques also can provide appropriate safety controls
for the remediation activity. An example could be the application of periodic
ground-penetrating radar surveys and vapor sampling to control the approach to
buried compressed gas bottles or other containerized volatiles and reactives
in a landfill.

3.2 MANAGED HAZARDS

Some remedial actions may not be supported by sufficient inventory
definition to reduce the uncertainties to a desirable level. Managing the
inventory uncertainty then becomes a possibility. This safety function is
referred to as hazard reduction or elimination. Exposure of the inventory of

concern during the remedial activity should be limited whenever feasible.
A hypothetical example is recovery of suspected volatile liquids in a
landfill. Where the potential consequence is dependent on the amount of
suspected inventory exposed and involved by the remedial activity, then the
inventory exposure and the inventory at risk should be limited to preclude the

• undesired consequence. The other action alternative, if limited inventory
exposure is not practical, is to apply mitigation methods of confinement and
emergency planning.

I Ill I
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4.0 CONCLUSION

Hazard characterization is a method used to assure that process,

facilities and activities are designed and procedures implemented to assure
safety. The focus of hazard characterization is potential health consequences
from hazardous substances resulting from the remediation activity and the
potential accident and upset conditions that could occur.

Hazard characterization of ER/D&D activities are different from typical
process applications because of the uncertainties of hazardous inventories and
in some cases, the difficulties to define those in existence prior to the
start of the remediation activity. Characterization performed during the
remedial investigation phase and the initial planning and feasibility phase
should not necessarily be assumed to adequately define the ER/D&D inventory
hazards. The safety evaluator should verify the inventory by reviewing
historical records and related field investigations appropriate to the
remedial activity and the diversity and potential characteristics of the waste
inventory. Where it is impractical to define the inventories to eliminate
concerns of potential consequences, then controls to minimize the consequences
by limiting the inventory exposure should be developed. If inventory limits
are not practical for the remedial action, then added mitigation features and
procedural controls are appropriate.

To determine when enough ER/D&D inventory uncertainty has been removed,
two phases of safety analyses should be considered. During the early phase,
when the initial remediation decision is made, the inventory characteristics
are adequate when the following can be determined:

• The appropriate DOE review and authorization requirements
• Potential consequences and safety function can be defined
• Unique hazards that require predictive accident analysis.

During the phase when the remedial engineering and operational plans are
being developed, the inventory characterization is adequate when safety
controls and recovery actions can be justified and controls are determined
verifiable for field use.
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